Latest hindcast of the CONCEPTS 1/12th degree resolution Arctic-North
Atlantic ice-ocean configuration
F. Dupont, J. Lei, Y. Liu, K. Chikhar, J.-F. Lemieux and many others...

CREG-H09 summary

The new domain:
Extension into the
Pacific Ocean, 75
vertical levels
(instead of 50)

Context: the hindcast
supports efforts for a
new implementation
of RIOPS

Ocean data assimilation
Global Ice-Ocean Prediction System
D Surcel Colan, Y Liu, M Reszka, F Roy, G Smith, B Winter …
• Système d’Assimilation Mercator (SAM) v2
➢ Multivariate SEEK filter
• SAM2 assimilates :
➢ Subsurface temperature and salinity (from Argo, CTD, XBT, moorings, marine mammals)
➢ Sea surface temperature (from both satellite and in situ observations)
➢ Sea level anomalies from satellite altimeters (AVISO)

Altimeters:
• Jason 2
• Cryosat 2
• Saral/Altika

Lellouche et al., 2012
Smith et al., 2015
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Ocean Foresting in Canada:
CONCEPTS efforts

GIOPS: ¼ °, DA, operational
since Aug 2015; two versions:
30-day ensemble, 10-day
deterministic coupled to weather

CIOPS-west: 1/36°, spectral
nudging, operational by end
of 2018

Great Lakes: 2 km,
coupled to weather,
since 2014

RIOPS: 1/12°, DA, operational by end of
2018; will replace existing system based
on spectral nudging towards GIOPS,
mainly used for short-term sea-ice
forecasting

Gulf of St Lawrence:
5 km, coupled to weather,
since June 2011; in
process of being updating
to 2km-500m

CIOPS-east: 1/36°, under
development

RIOPS Prediction System

Run since June
2016

3 Components: RIPS 3DVar ice analysis, Pseudo-Analysis and 48hr Forecasts
A 24h run from previous restart is nudged to the GIOPS
analysis using spectral nudging (Thompson et al., 2006)
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The new RIOPS Prediction System will follow
GIOPS-A structure (SAM2) [Yimin's work]
Analysis produced every Wednesday from two 7-day cycles
-RIOPS-A (ice concentration analysis) remains unchanged
-1 week period required to have sufficient data for optimality of analysis
-2 cycles required because In situ and altimetry data has ~24-72hr delay
-RD and RR will assimilate in situ, CMC SST and blended with CMC Ice concentration at the end
RU will assimilate CMC SST and blended with CMC Ice concentration at the end
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Two different approaches for the representation of
landfast ice:
-Grounded landfast ice represented by a basal stress parametrization
(Lemieux et al. 2015)
-Increase in shear and tension resistance (Lemieux et al., in
preparation) improves the representation of land-locked ice (another
form of landfast ice).
Ice ridge touching the ground
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Innovations in CREG12_H09

K-eps turbulence scheme
Adjusted air-ice and ocean-ice drags
Revised climatological river forcing
Addition of the river1D code for the Saint Lawrence
river (for improving estuarine circulation in the Gulf of
Saint Lawrence)

H09 is the best so far
in terms of RMS and
bias

Comparison
between monthly
ice velocity and
IABP buoys
The ice/ocean
roughness is 26 mm
and the air-ice
roughness is 0.2mm
(Kamel: 16 mm,
0.4mm with TKE)

Note the
kinks at every
fall start (ref,
Chikhar and
Lemieux)

Ice area in September
(ice area and volume in inset)
Note discrepancies between NSIDC (black solid) and CMC analyses (dashed black)
(differences in NT algorithm)

H09 is in between CMC and NSIDC, except after
2010, where a clear degradation is apparent.
Same in volume.

Ice concentration: for CREG12_H09 now

BG-averaged T&S top 200m properties
through time: H09

Form Drag experiment (Tsamados et al.
2014; Chikhar et al. submitted 2019)
Timeseries of ice velocity bias and error over the whole Arctic
against daily buoy positions (2005-2010). Form drag (red),
constant neutral drag (blue)
2007
Fall

We concluded that the form drag parametrization was amplifying
the summer bias problem already present in the original run. The
same Fall negative bias is also found and triggered a discussion
around the parametrization of ice strength in sea ice models.

Conclusions
K-eps works in general (correct speed and ice
thickness pattern) and can be implemented.
We noted a negative trend in total ice area and
volume (thermodynamics or dynamics?)
...which may be explained by simply an additional bias in
radiation (SW+LW):
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